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Avoiding Racial Equity DetoursAvoiding Racial Equity Detours
Paul GorskiPaul Gorski

Students experiencing racism can't wait for schools to move at their ownStudents experiencing racism can't wait for schools to move at their own
pace and comfort level.pace and comfort level.

In schools committed to racial equity, educators who resist anti-racist measuresIn schools committed to racial equity, educators who resist anti-racist measures
should feel uneasy, isolated on the outskirts of their schools' institutional cultures. Ishould feel uneasy, isolated on the outskirts of their schools' institutional cultures. I
mean this literally. The educators least invested in racial equity should wondermean this literally. The educators least invested in racial equity should wonder
whether they belong.whether they belong.

Sadly, research shows the inverse tends to be true in many schools, even whenSadly, research shows the inverse tends to be true in many schools, even when
leaders claim equity commitments. Often, the educators most adamant about racial equity are cast to theleaders claim equity commitments. Often, the educators most adamant about racial equity are cast to the
margins of institutional culture. They are the ones feeling isolated, wondering whether they belong (Kohli,margins of institutional culture. They are the ones feeling isolated, wondering whether they belong (Kohli,
2018; Picower, 2011). Colleagues call them troublemakers for naming what others refuse to name. Some are2018; Picower, 2011). Colleagues call them troublemakers for naming what others refuse to name. Some are
shushed or encouraged to adopt a color-blind perspective by equity-skittish leaders. They are accused ofshushed or encouraged to adopt a color-blind perspective by equity-skittish leaders. They are accused of
being too "political" simply for pointing out conditions that harm families of color. Educators of color whobeing too "political" simply for pointing out conditions that harm families of color. Educators of color who
raise these concerns tend to face even greater hostility, as Kohli (2018) documented through the narratives ofraise these concerns tend to face even greater hostility, as Kohli (2018) documented through the narratives of
racial-justice-oriented teachers of color. They often are labelled "militant" or "angry" for telling the racialracial-justice-oriented teachers of color. They often are labelled "militant" or "angry" for telling the racial
equity truth.equity truth.

This is a failure of equity leadership.This is a failure of equity leadership.

A Racial Equity ReckoningA Racial Equity Reckoning

If the most emphatic racial equity advocates feel silenced and less central to institutional culture than theirIf the most emphatic racial equity advocates feel silenced and less central to institutional culture than their
equity-resistant colleagues, what we have from an equity point of view is a sick institution.equity-resistant colleagues, what we have from an equity point of view is a sick institution.

Any meaningful accounting of racial inequities in schools must reckon with this reality. Is our commitmentAny meaningful accounting of racial inequities in schools must reckon with this reality. Is our commitment
real? Why do emphatic equity advocates often face harsher repercussions for their advocacy than equity heel-real? Why do emphatic equity advocates often face harsher repercussions for their advocacy than equity heel-
draggers face for their inaction? Why is taking a strong, impassioned stand on racism interpreted as draggers face for their inaction? Why is taking a strong, impassioned stand on racism interpreted as deviantdeviant
while refusing to take a stand on racism is interpreted as while refusing to take a stand on racism is interpreted as in a developmental processin a developmental process (Mayorga & Picower, (Mayorga & Picower,
2018)?2018)?
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Are we driven by authentic desires for racial equity? Or are we content with rearranging inequities, hidingAre we driven by authentic desires for racial equity? Or are we content with rearranging inequities, hiding
them behind multicultural arts fairs and diversity clubs (Au, 2017)?them behind multicultural arts fairs and diversity clubs (Au, 2017)?

The disturbing reality is, in my 20 years of experience working with schools and districts on matters of equityThe disturbing reality is, in my 20 years of experience working with schools and districts on matters of equity
and justice, I've found that most initiatives and strategies that pass for "racial equity" e�orts in schools poseand justice, I've found that most initiatives and strategies that pass for "racial equity" e�orts in schools pose
less of a threat to racism than to the possibility of racial justice. Following Olsson's (1997) accounting of theless of a threat to racism than to the possibility of racial justice. Following Olsson's (1997) accounting of the
detours white people follow to protect their privilege and avoid the messy work of racial justice, I call thesedetours white people follow to protect their privilege and avoid the messy work of racial justice, I call these
initiatives and strategies initiatives and strategies equity detoursequity detours..

The detours vary in scope and nefariousness but share a function: They create an illusion of progress towardThe detours vary in scope and nefariousness but share a function: They create an illusion of progress toward
equity while cementing, or even exacerbating, inequity. They can be more devastating than explicit racismequity while cementing, or even exacerbating, inequity. They can be more devastating than explicit racism
because they do racism's work while consuming resources ostensibly earmarked for racial equity. They arebecause they do racism's work while consuming resources ostensibly earmarked for racial equity. They are
the the anti-anti-racismanti-anti-racism..

For example, people who study equity initiatives in schools have tracked educational leaders' tendencies, inFor example, people who study equity initiatives in schools have tracked educational leaders' tendencies, in
the name of equity, either to implement de�cit-oriented strategies, such as "grit" initiatives that obscurethe name of equity, either to implement de�cit-oriented strategies, such as "grit" initiatives that obscure
inequity (Kohn, 2014) or, worse, to build equity e�orts around debunked approaches that create moreinequity (Kohn, 2014) or, worse, to build equity e�orts around debunked approaches that create more
inequity, like the "mindset of poverty." Some educational leaders inexplicably continue to embrace theinequity, like the "mindset of poverty." Some educational leaders inexplicably continue to embrace the
"mindset of poverty" even though it reinforces racialized stereotypes (Redeaux, 2011)—and despite the fact"mindset of poverty" even though it reinforces racialized stereotypes (Redeaux, 2011)—and despite the fact
that research clari�ed that that research clari�ed that there is no such thing as a mindset of povertythere is no such thing as a mindset of poverty 50 years ago (Valentine, 1968). 50 years ago (Valentine, 1968).

What all these types of initiatives and frameworks have in common is that they mask racial inequity. TheyWhat all these types of initiatives and frameworks have in common is that they mask racial inequity. They
relieve us of the responsibility to name and eliminate the ways racism operates in our schools (Ladson-relieve us of the responsibility to name and eliminate the ways racism operates in our schools (Ladson-
Billings, 2017). Rather than being paths to equity, they are detours around it.Billings, 2017). Rather than being paths to equity, they are detours around it.

Four Racial Equity DetoursFour Racial Equity Detours

Described below are four racial equity detours commonly embraced in schools,Described below are four racial equity detours commonly embraced in schools,     followed by equityfollowed by equity
principles that can help educators avoid these detours and build a more transformational racial equityprinciples that can help educators avoid these detours and build a more transformational racial equity
approach.approach.

1. Pacing-for-Privilege Detour1. Pacing-for-Privilege Detour

This detour underlies the other detours. It speaks to the situation described earlier, wherein an equityThis detour underlies the other detours. It speaks to the situation described earlier, wherein an equity
approach coddles the hesitancies of people with the least racial equity investment while punishing peopleapproach coddles the hesitancies of people with the least racial equity investment while punishing people
with the most investment.with the most investment.

In too many schools, the pace of equity progress prioritizes the comfort and interests of people who have theIn too many schools, the pace of equity progress prioritizes the comfort and interests of people who have the
least interest in that progress. Professional development in these schools appears designed to accommodateleast interest in that progress. Professional development in these schools appears designed to accommodate
the feelings and fears of white educators in "di�cult" conversations about race rather than to advance equitythe feelings and fears of white educators in "di�cult" conversations about race rather than to advance equity
for students of color (Swanson & Welton, 2018). A common "equity" PD framework in these contexts isfor students of color (Swanson & Welton, 2018). A common "equity" PD framework in these contexts is
cultural competencecultural competence—an approach that provides a way to talk about "cultural di�erences" without having to—an approach that provides a way to talk about "cultural di�erences" without having to
name or confront racism (Gorski, 2016a; Pon, 2009). Cultural competence is important. But by itself it's noname or confront racism (Gorski, 2016a; Pon, 2009). Cultural competence is important. But by itself it's no
threat to racism.threat to racism.

The hard truth is, racial equity cannot be achieved with an obsessive commitment to "meeting people whereThe hard truth is, racial equity cannot be achieved with an obsessive commitment to "meeting people where
they are" when "where they are" is fraught with racial bias and privilege. Students, families, and educatorsthey are" when "where they are" is fraught with racial bias and privilege. Students, families, and educators
experiencing racism cannot a�ord to wait for us to saunter toward a more serious racial equity vision. Theyexperiencing racism cannot a�ord to wait for us to saunter toward a more serious racial equity vision. They
cannot a�ord to wait, in particular, for all white educators to ease into racial equity commitments at a pace ofcannot a�ord to wait, in particular, for all white educators to ease into racial equity commitments at a pace of
our choosing while they su�er the consequences of our casualness.our choosing while they su�er the consequences of our casualness.

In schools committed to equity, the time is In schools committed to equity, the time is nownow. We must prioritize equity over the comfort of equity-reluctant. We must prioritize equity over the comfort of equity-reluctant
educators. We move on racial justice �rst by honestly identifying and addressing all the ways racism operateseducators. We move on racial justice �rst by honestly identifying and addressing all the ways racism operates
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in our schools, and then we bridge the equity hesitaters to our equity vision. We refuse to equivocate onin our schools, and then we bridge the equity hesitaters to our equity vision. We refuse to equivocate on
racial justice. We �nd the will to implement, and hold one another accountable to, policy and practice changesracial justice. We �nd the will to implement, and hold one another accountable to, policy and practice changes
todaytoday, rather than waiting for an elusive consensus., rather than waiting for an elusive consensus.

When I make this argument to education leaders, they often emphasize the importance of sta� buy-in. IWhen I make this argument to education leaders, they often emphasize the importance of sta� buy-in. I
appreciate consensus-based leadership—but not always when it comes to equity. The school-to-prisonappreciate consensus-based leadership—but not always when it comes to equity. The school-to-prison
pipeline is �owing (Annamma, Morrison, & Jackson, 2014). Students who are disproportionately targeted withpipeline is �owing (Annamma, Morrison, & Jackson, 2014). Students who are disproportionately targeted with
assignment to special education, harsh applications of discipline policy, unengaging pedagogy, and the sortsassignment to special education, harsh applications of discipline policy, unengaging pedagogy, and the sorts
of "school reform" initiatives that redistribute access up the privilege continuum don't need consensus. Theyof "school reform" initiatives that redistribute access up the privilege continuum don't need consensus. They
need justice.need justice.

Start where we need to be: Start where we need to be: Equity is neither optional nor negotiable. This is who we are as a school; these are theEquity is neither optional nor negotiable. This is who we are as a school; these are the
values to which we will be held accountablevalues to which we will be held accountable. Our best resources in these e�orts are equity-minded educators—. Our best resources in these e�orts are equity-minded educators—
the ones accustomed to the shushing. When we make them the center of our schools' and districts'the ones accustomed to the shushing. When we make them the center of our schools' and districts'
institutional identities, we are primed for equity progress.institutional identities, we are primed for equity progress.

2. Poverty of Culture Detour2. Poverty of Culture Detour

Culture is one important equity consideration. However, although racial identities may inform culturalCulture is one important equity consideration. However, although racial identities may inform cultural
identities, racial inequities aren't predominantly cultural misunderstandings. Racism is a tangled structuralidentities, racial inequities aren't predominantly cultural misunderstandings. Racism is a tangled structural
mess of power, oppression, and unjust distributions of access and opportunity. This mess cannot be resolvedmess of power, oppression, and unjust distributions of access and opportunity. This mess cannot be resolved
with greater cultural awareness alone.with greater cultural awareness alone.

I call this the I call this the poverty of culturepoverty of culture detour in honor of Gloria Ladson-Billings (2006). In "It's Not the Culture of detour in honor of Gloria Ladson-Billings (2006). In "It's Not the Culture of
Poverty, It's the Poverty of Culture," she describes the hazards of adopting diversity frameworks built aroundPoverty, It's the Poverty of Culture," she describes the hazards of adopting diversity frameworks built around
vague notions of "culture." "[T]he problem of culture in teaching is not merely one of exclusion," she explains.vague notions of "culture." "[T]he problem of culture in teaching is not merely one of exclusion," she explains.
"It is also one of overdetermination…. [C]ulture is randomly and regularly used to explain everything … from"It is also one of overdetermination…. [C]ulture is randomly and regularly used to explain everything … from
school failure to problems with behavior management and discipline" (p. 104).school failure to problems with behavior management and discipline" (p. 104).

The result is that we too often attribute educational disparities to students' cultures. We cannot allow racism-The result is that we too often attribute educational disparities to students' cultures. We cannot allow racism-
infused misperceptions of infused misperceptions of theirtheir cultures to justify  cultures to justify ourour failure to create racially just schools. Often, we interpret failure to create racially just schools. Often, we interpret
racial disparities in which students are suspended or expelled, for example, not as the result of racial bias, asracial disparities in which students are suspended or expelled, for example, not as the result of racial bias, as
research shows it primarily to be (Rudd, 2014), but as a cultural defect in communities of color. So we mightresearch shows it primarily to be (Rudd, 2014), but as a cultural defect in communities of color. So we might
attempt to solve these disparities by adjusting the behaviors, mindsets, or emotions of students of colorattempt to solve these disparities by adjusting the behaviors, mindsets, or emotions of students of color
rather than by adjusting educators' racial presumptions or schools' inequitable practices.rather than by adjusting educators' racial presumptions or schools' inequitable practices.

We cannot �x a problem we refuse to name. If our equity initiatives feature the word We cannot �x a problem we refuse to name. If our equity initiatives feature the word cultureculture more than the more than the
word word racismracism, we're probably o� track. If we adopt an approach that obscures racism behind vague, we're probably o� track. If we adopt an approach that obscures racism behind vague
nomenclature like nomenclature like cultural competencecultural competence or  or the diverse kidsthe diverse kids, we might be o� track., we might be o� track.

3. De�cit Ideology Detour3. De�cit Ideology Detour

If we spend any of our equity e�orts attempting to "�x" students of color—fortifying their grittiness,If we spend any of our equity e�orts attempting to "�x" students of color—fortifying their grittiness,
modifying their mindsets, adjusting their emotions—we need a reaccounting, not only of our equitymodifying their mindsets, adjusting their emotions—we need a reaccounting, not only of our equity
understandings, but also of our equity intentions. These strategies locate the source of educational outcomeunderstandings, but also of our equity intentions. These strategies locate the source of educational outcome
disparities within communities of color while often ignoring the role of racism—the clearest sign of disparities within communities of color while often ignoring the role of racism—the clearest sign of de�citde�cit
ideologyideology (Gorski, 2016b). (Gorski, 2016b).

We should be instinctively suspicious of popular educational approaches that often detour us around equityWe should be instinctively suspicious of popular educational approaches that often detour us around equity
with a de�cit approach. For example, presuming we can resolve racial inequities by simply teaching studentswith a de�cit approach. For example, presuming we can resolve racial inequities by simply teaching students
of color to have grit is like presuming we can resolve climate change by teaching coastal communities to swimof color to have grit is like presuming we can resolve climate change by teaching coastal communities to swim
faster. It shifts the onus of responsibility away from schools and onto the very youth who are cheated out offaster. It shifts the onus of responsibility away from schools and onto the very youth who are cheated out of
equitable opportunity—and who, due to this cheating, often already tend to be quite resilient. It can obscureequitable opportunity—and who, due to this cheating, often already tend to be quite resilient. It can obscure
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structural conditions with which marginalized communities contend. What good is grit against curricularstructural conditions with which marginalized communities contend. What good is grit against curricular
erasure or inequitable school policy?erasure or inequitable school policy?

As somebody who attended school having experienced the childhood trauma of sexual abuse and oftenAs somebody who attended school having experienced the childhood trauma of sexual abuse and often
found myself being punished for the implications of that abuse, I �nd the growing interest in mindfulness andfound myself being punished for the implications of that abuse, I �nd the growing interest in mindfulness and
trauma-informed practices compelling. But too often, these practices are adopted as though they are racialtrauma-informed practices compelling. But too often, these practices are adopted as though they are racial
equity initiatives. In some cases, we o�er students of color coping mechanisms rather than correcting in-equity initiatives. In some cases, we o�er students of color coping mechanisms rather than correcting in-
school conditions—like inequitable policy or racially tinged tracking practices—that exacerbate racism'sschool conditions—like inequitable policy or racially tinged tracking practices—that exacerbate racism's
traumas. Our best strategy for minimizing the impact of racism is to eliminate racism. Trauma-informedtraumas. Our best strategy for minimizing the impact of racism is to eliminate racism. Trauma-informed
practices as implemented in most schools don't do that.practices as implemented in most schools don't do that.

Before we follow the de�cit ideology detour, we should ask ourselves some questions. In whose image isBefore we follow the de�cit ideology detour, we should ask ourselves some questions. In whose image is
school policy and institutional culture crafted? Which students have the most access to higher-orderschool policy and institutional culture crafted? Which students have the most access to higher-order
pedagogies, relevant curricula, and a full range of course options? Which students face grinding inequities inpedagogies, relevant curricula, and a full range of course options? Which students face grinding inequities in
and out of school? What do trauma-informed practices look like for students whose primary source of traumaand out of school? What do trauma-informed practices look like for students whose primary source of trauma
is the racism they experience is the racism they experience at school?at school?

Equity initiatives should focus on eliminating conditions that marginalize students—never on �xing studentsEquity initiatives should focus on eliminating conditions that marginalize students—never on �xing students
of color. If we cannot describe how our e�orts are eliminating those conditions, it's time for an equityof color. If we cannot describe how our e�orts are eliminating those conditions, it's time for an equity
overhaul.overhaul.

4. Celebrating Diversity Detour4. Celebrating Diversity Detour

Recently, while visiting a colleague's classroom to facilitate a conversation about race and poverty, I asked aRecently, while visiting a colleague's classroom to facilitate a conversation about race and poverty, I asked a
group of African American and Latinx 10th grade students about their school's upcoming Diverse Friends Day.group of African American and Latinx 10th grade students about their school's upcoming Diverse Friends Day.
For one lunch period, they would be forcibly integrated, coerced into celebrating diversity by sitting withFor one lunch period, they would be forcibly integrated, coerced into celebrating diversity by sitting with
classmates racially or ethnically di�erent from themselves—classmates with whom some of them normallyclassmates racially or ethnically di�erent from themselves—classmates with whom some of them normally
wouldn't socialize.wouldn't socialize.

"They mean well, but this activity is racist," Pam shared."They mean well, but this activity is racist," Pam shared.   

"I don't know about racist," Tariq responded, "but I don't want to do it.""I don't know about racist," Tariq responded, "but I don't want to do it."

José added, "A lot of the white students don't like us. I don't want to be forced to hang out with them."José added, "A lot of the white students don't like us. I don't want to be forced to hang out with them."

I asked Pam to elaborate on her observation that Diverse Friends Day is racist. "There's a lot of racism in thisI asked Pam to elaborate on her observation that Diverse Friends Day is racist. "There's a lot of racism in this
school," she insisted. She wondered how disturbing her lunch—the only time she could relax in aschool," she insisted. She wondered how disturbing her lunch—the only time she could relax in a
predominantly white school—was going to change that. "I think Diverse Friends Day is for white people," shepredominantly white school—was going to change that. "I think Diverse Friends Day is for white people," she
concluded.concluded.

Is she wrong? I don't think so, especially in the absence of more serious racial equity e�orts, which theseIs she wrong? I don't think so, especially in the absence of more serious racial equity e�orts, which these
students agreed were missing from their school. In my experience, many "celebrating diversity" initiatives arestudents agreed were missing from their school. In my experience, many "celebrating diversity" initiatives are
crafted to help white students learn about diversity—not crafted to help white students learn about diversity—not racismracism, but , but diversitydiversity—in ways that will be most—in ways that will be most
comfortable for them.comfortable for them.

In some cases, students of color are used essentially as props for the gentle diversity education of whiteIn some cases, students of color are used essentially as props for the gentle diversity education of white
students through activities like Diverse Friends Day. This allows white people to opt out of considering racialstudents through activities like Diverse Friends Day. This allows white people to opt out of considering racial
justice while deriving social and cultural bene�ts from diversity awareness. It creates the illusion of diversityjustice while deriving social and cultural bene�ts from diversity awareness. It creates the illusion of diversity
appreciation while entrenching inequity.appreciation while entrenching inequity.

Requiring students of color to participate in these diversity spectacles while failing to attend adequately toRequiring students of color to participate in these diversity spectacles while failing to attend adequately to
inequity can be exploitive. Pam, Tariq, and José didn't need to share lunch with white students to learn aboutinequity can be exploitive. Pam, Tariq, and José didn't need to share lunch with white students to learn about
di�erence, much less how racism operated around them. They developed these insights as a matter ofdi�erence, much less how racism operated around them. They developed these insights as a matter of
survival. White educators were asking them to celebrate a diversity in which their experiences were invisible.survival. White educators were asking them to celebrate a diversity in which their experiences were invisible.
This is one way white privilege persists even in the context of diversity e�orts.This is one way white privilege persists even in the context of diversity e�orts.
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Five Principles of Equity LiteracyFive Principles of Equity Literacy

At this point, I presume readers are thinking, "So what At this point, I presume readers are thinking, "So what shouldshould equity e�orts look like?" I'm cautious about equity e�orts look like?" I'm cautious about
addressing this sort of question. It may signify a common impulse in education to grasp for simple strategiesaddressing this sort of question. It may signify a common impulse in education to grasp for simple strategies
to address challenges that are more about ideology and will than strategy. I encourage us to think, instead,to address challenges that are more about ideology and will than strategy. I encourage us to think, instead,
about principles that can guide our equity actions.about principles that can guide our equity actions.

Here are �ve Here are �ve equity literacyequity literacy principles (Gorski & Swalwell, 2015) that can help us avoid equity detours and principles (Gorski & Swalwell, 2015) that can help us avoid equity detours and
maximize the impact of our equity e�orts.maximize the impact of our equity e�orts.

1. Direct Confrontation Principle1. Direct Confrontation Principle

The path to racial equity requires direct confrontations with racial inequity—with racism. We start, again, byThe path to racial equity requires direct confrontations with racial inequity—with racism. We start, again, by
asking, "How is racism operating here?"asking, "How is racism operating here?"

Gather the racial equity advocates in your school, district, and community and map the ways—big and small,Gather the racial equity advocates in your school, district, and community and map the ways—big and small,
implicit and explicit—that racial inequities persist. Examine policy, curricula, and discipline practices. If youimplicit and explicit—that racial inequities persist. Examine policy, curricula, and discipline practices. If you
struggle to identify how racism is operating, invest time to learn how to do it. When I work with educationalstruggle to identify how racism is operating, invest time to learn how to do it. When I work with educational
leaders committed to acquiring an equity lens, I �nd simple prompts like these can provide opportunities forleaders committed to acquiring an equity lens, I �nd simple prompts like these can provide opportunities for
meaningful practice:meaningful practice:

What is one practice in your school that focuses on �xing students of color rather than �xing theWhat is one practice in your school that focuses on �xing students of color rather than �xing the
conditions that marginalize them? How can you reshape that practice for racial equity?conditions that marginalize them? How can you reshape that practice for racial equity?

What policy might have harsher consequences for students of color if applied by educators who harborWhat policy might have harsher consequences for students of color if applied by educators who harbor
racial bias even if they aren't intending to be racist? What do you need to change about that policy, orracial bias even if they aren't intending to be racist? What do you need to change about that policy, or
about the racial ideologies in your school or district, to make it equitable?about the racial ideologies in your school or district, to make it equitable?

2. Redistribution Principle2. Redistribution Principle

Equity involves redistributing access and opportunity at the most basic institutional level. This includesEquity involves redistributing access and opportunity at the most basic institutional level. This includes
material access to things like learning materials, technology, healthy food, and even healthcare. It alsomaterial access to things like learning materials, technology, healthy food, and even healthcare. It also
includes nonmaterial access to higher-order pedagogies, relatable curricula, and equity-conscious teachers.includes nonmaterial access to higher-order pedagogies, relatable curricula, and equity-conscious teachers.

The idea here is to intimately examine how institutional policies and practices provide some students moreThe idea here is to intimately examine how institutional policies and practices provide some students more
access and opportunity than others. It may mean re-examining how school practices are crafted in relation toaccess and opportunity than others. It may mean re-examining how school practices are crafted in relation to
students' lived experiences and whether institutional policy and culture are responsive to the interests of thestudents' lived experiences and whether institutional policy and culture are responsive to the interests of the
most marginalized students.most marginalized students.

For example, as we examine behavior policies, we might ask ourselves whether we're cognizant of the depthFor example, as we examine behavior policies, we might ask ourselves whether we're cognizant of the depth
of racial bias associated with how educators tend to interpret behavior and dole out behavior referrals.of racial bias associated with how educators tend to interpret behavior and dole out behavior referrals.

Policy handbooks are another good place to start. Study your school's policies line by line. Might anyPolicy handbooks are another good place to start. Study your school's policies line by line. Might any
perpetuate racial inequity—like a dress code policy banning items associated with speci�c racial groups orperpetuate racial inequity—like a dress code policy banning items associated with speci�c racial groups or
assessment practices that could mask racial bias? Work with the equity advocates in your school andassessment practices that could mask racial bias? Work with the equity advocates in your school and
community to revise those policies and practices community to revise those policies and practices right nowright now. Then attend to dynamics of institutional culture. Then attend to dynamics of institutional culture
that resulted in the existence of biased policies to begin with.that resulted in the existence of biased policies to begin with.

3. Prioritization Principle3. Prioritization Principle

The only way to redistribute access and opportunity is to prioritize the interests of students of color. EveryThe only way to redistribute access and opportunity is to prioritize the interests of students of color. Every
policy and practice decision should be �ltered through this lens: policy and practice decision should be �ltered through this lens: How will this policy impact families of color?How will this policy impact families of color?
How will it improve conditions for students of color?How will it improve conditions for students of color? Remember that, in inequitable contexts, equality— Remember that, in inequitable contexts, equality—
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attending attending equallyequally to everybody's interests—reproduces inequity. For example, we know that students of color to everybody's interests—reproduces inequity. For example, we know that students of color
are disproportionately tracked out of "upper-track" classes (Leonardo & Grubb, 2018) and that on average,are disproportionately tracked out of "upper-track" classes (Leonardo & Grubb, 2018) and that on average,
students in "lower-track" classes have less access to engaging pedagogy and more exposure to control-students in "lower-track" classes have less access to engaging pedagogy and more exposure to control-
oriented teaching practices. And because we also know these disparities are driven signi�cantly by racial biasoriented teaching practices. And because we also know these disparities are driven signi�cantly by racial bias
in referral and assessment processes (Faulkner et al., 2014), a racial equity commitment should lead us toin referral and assessment processes (Faulkner et al., 2014), a racial equity commitment should lead us to
abandon traditional tracking methods. We can prioritize the interests of students of color by trading what weabandon traditional tracking methods. We can prioritize the interests of students of color by trading what we
perceive as the equality and e�ciency of those methods—perceive as the equality and e�ciency of those methods—e�ciency for whom?e�ciency for whom? we might ask—for a process we might ask—for a process
that eliminates the in�uence of racism.that eliminates the in�uence of racism.

4. Equity Ideology Principle4. Equity Ideology Principle

Equity is a lens and an ideological commitment. No strategy can help us cultivate equitable schools if we'reEquity is a lens and an ideological commitment. No strategy can help us cultivate equitable schools if we're
unwilling to understand how racism operates. Professional development opportunities related to equityunwilling to understand how racism operates. Professional development opportunities related to equity
should emphasize the ideological work required to more deeply understand the dynamics of racism in societyshould emphasize the ideological work required to more deeply understand the dynamics of racism in society
and schools. Then we can draw on those deeper understandings to build our practical approach forand schools. Then we can draw on those deeper understandings to build our practical approach for
eliminating racism.eliminating racism.

5. #FixInjusticeNotKids Principle5. #FixInjusticeNotKids Principle

E�ective equity e�orts focus not on �xing students of color, but on eliminating racist conditions. If we �ndE�ective equity e�orts focus not on �xing students of color, but on eliminating racist conditions. If we �nd
ourselves, in the name of equity, adopting initiatives meant to improve educational outcomes by adjustingourselves, in the name of equity, adopting initiatives meant to improve educational outcomes by adjusting
mindsets or cultures in students of color, it's time to reconsider our e�orts.mindsets or cultures in students of color, it's time to reconsider our e�orts.

Do We Have the Will?Do We Have the Will?

Implementing a transformative racial equity commitment is di�cult, especially if we face signi�cantImplementing a transformative racial equity commitment is di�cult, especially if we face signi�cant
resistance. Of course, it's not more di�cult than navigating racism, which many students, families, andresistance. Of course, it's not more di�cult than navigating racism, which many students, families, and
educators of color endure. I cling to hope that most of us want racial equity. The question for those of us whoeducators of color endure. I cling to hope that most of us want racial equity. The question for those of us who
�nd the detours alluring is whether we have the will to align our actions with our philosophies. My hope is�nd the detours alluring is whether we have the will to align our actions with our philosophies. My hope is
that, by considering the detours and principles discussed here, we can �nd ways to strengthen our equitythat, by considering the detours and principles discussed here, we can �nd ways to strengthen our equity
e�orts and create schools that deliver on the basic ideals of equity and justice.e�orts and create schools that deliver on the basic ideals of equity and justice.

  

Guiding QuestionsGuiding Questions

  
➛ Do you think your school or district engages in any equity detours? How might you➛ Do you think your school or district engages in any equity detours? How might you
reexamine such initiatives in light of Gorski's equity literacy principles?reexamine such initiatives in light of Gorski's equity literacy principles?

➛ Do you agree with Gorski's point that schools "must prioritize equity over the comfort of➛ Do you agree with Gorski's point that schools "must prioritize equity over the comfort of
reluctant educators"? What would this mean in your school or district?reluctant educators"? What would this mean in your school or district?
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